
Message by the National President, Fiji Trades Union Congress 

The Director ILO, Office of the Pacific Island Countries Office, Suva Bro 

Matin Karimli, 

Colleagues from the ILO Office  

General Secretaries and Presidents of FTUC Affiliates, Youth Committee 

representatives and Women Committee delegates, my fellow colleagues of 

the   FTUC National Executive Board , Brothers, Sisters.  

I extend a very warm welcome to you all at this biennium’s  Trade Union 

Leaders Symposium  . We are facing very uncertain times as workers lose 

their jobs day by day.  Each of you gathered here today understand the 

dilemma we are in and the steps we are taking to circumvent these issues.  

We met  here just a few weeks ago to  brainstorm on our  issues after hearing 

the report of the past two years  as part of the National Secretary’s report.   

Colleagues, we meet once again today to deliberate and develop our plan of 

action for the next two years. We know that these two years are no longer 

like the previous bienniums. We are in the midst of a pandemic situation 

however our rights were violated pre COVID,  and remain  violated post 

COVID, in fact  COVID period,  it has worsened.  



To add to the misery, we have leaders of our country publicly claiming  to 

have no say in the dealing of certain companies which do not follow basic 

labour laws. This is regarding the Fiji Airways staff who are our members of 

FFATU. 

The ongoing sad state of the nation continues unabated from both pre-

COVID and post COVID.  Our rights as workers, as unions, as union leaders 

and as citizens of this country have been under threat since the illegal 

takeover of the democratically elected government in 2006. 

 A very recent UN report on Socio- Economic Impact Assessment of the 

pandemic in Fiji reveals that 200,000 people are living in poverty amid the 

pandemic. This is huge for a nation like ours. The report says that poverty 

rate is 16.76 percent in urban areas and 31.9 percent in rural areas. The report 

also showed that children were found to be at higher risk of poverty, at 32%. 

The UN also observed that poverty rates could increase with household size 

number of children and the household’s dependency ratio.  

The challenge remains for us leaders on how to serve better our members 

who look upon us for advice and strategy. Today we will again   explore 

further avenues on how workers’ rights   can be protected even during these 

times, and how our jobs can be sustained , and remain decent. As usual we 

remain collegial with the ILO and other partner agencies to assist us pave the 

path forward.  



The recent ILO UNESCAP Social Outlook for Asia Pacific  states that 

countries in our region need to extend social protection for all. In doing so it 

would help them build better after the pandemic. Where social protection 

systems exist , the report found that it was riddled with gaps. IN Fiji we are 

heavily reliant on the FNPF. The story about FNPF is the same, it is the 

government ATM to fend for its every expense and for the workers to use 

their own money as income.  

 As I already stated in my address during the Biennial Conference trade 

unions are here to stay. Be it a pandemic or an earthquake or a cyclone, or an 

anti-union regime, we have a role to play.    Under several decrees and anti-

union regulations, we have remained firm. We must review our direction and 

charter new pathways into the new world of work.  As you deliberate today 

on the way forward, we need to focus on how to better serve the membership 

and ensure the long-term survival of the trade union movement.  I reiterate 

my humble plea for merger of unions so that they have resources and are well 

equipped to serve our membership to the best of expectations. 

Brothers and Sisters, our  SIX thematic issues for our campaign to secure 

workers rights in this country continues.  The government has remained 

silent on our proposals for national minimum Wage. There were no 

consultations on individual contracts, short term contracts or even re-

applying for your own jobs. With our right to strike taken away, the labour 

law review incomplete, the agreements signed at the ILO not talked about 



anymore, and as you all are aware the issues of FASA,  and the Vatukoula 

Gold Mine still remain unresolved, in fact deteriorated. These campaign 

issues are part of our agenda of this meeting. 

As we listen to our panellists and speakers from the ILO today, we need to 

take note of their advice and utilise it to prepare our plan and resources This 

TU leader symposium  must come out with a concrete set of actions that will 

pave the way for us. We must remain adamant against the pandemic the 

government has forced upon us and remain concerned about our members, 

about jobs, about decent jobs. We must not allow this pandemic to be used 

as an opportunity   for those who want to exploit or those in power who say 

they cannot assist.  

The International Labour standards must always be defended and upheld. 

Before I conclude I wish to remind all of you leaders here that we must take 

serious interest in our politics that’s what democracy is about. 

It is your vote that determines you and your children’s future. We need 

leaders who can make the right decisions for its people., 

I thank you once again for your time today  and await your recommendations 

for the workplan and the valuable advice from those invited to guide us.  

  



In solidarity, 

  

Vinaka. 


